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A Proper Punishment Victorian Chronicles
Shelves: age-play, anal-play, authority-figure, blushing, blackmail-extortion, corporal-punishment, crime, d-s-lifestyle, discipline, domestic-discipline PROTECTING A GUILTY PARTY The story has many twists and turns
with a daring young woman, a secret train trip, a safe broken into and the gold stolen.
BJ's BLOG
Allison West and 2 other people liked Joanie M's review of Enrolling Little Etta: "Etta's story is compelling. I felt for the young woman who had to care for her dying father and was then immediately forced into a world
completely foreign to her.
A Proper Punishment (Victorian Chronicles Book 1) by ...
Lena Mae was brought up to be a proper young lady and accept her parents wishes as to whom she would marry. As she neared the age where she must make a decision, she wanted nothing more than to get away
from her constricting family and the traditions they upheld.
Amazon.com: Customer reviews: A Proper Punishment ...
Yet the Victorian needed more than just wealth to be taken seriously. As the middle classes grew in size, a person's social standing was played a significant role in their sense of self. Respectability was just as important
as wealth to a middle class Victorian and this was cultivated to ensure that they were distinguished from the lower classes.
Welcome Allison West and more from the Victorian Chronicles
Little Brides is the second book in the Victorian Chronicles. It can be read as a stand-alone story but it does follow the first book in the series: A Proper Punishment.
Amazon.com: Customer reviews: Little Brides (Victorian ...
Instead he would refer to the position as a maid, because it was quite common for wealthy families to have maids to help the girls with their chores and getting ready for proper events. He had not intended on visiting
with Clara after the examination.
The Manners and Customs of Ye Victorians - Illustration ...
The story will read as a standalone but does have William and Lena from A Proper Punishment. The story has some mystery and suspense, plenty of angst, shock, anger, disbelief, and eventually dubious consent. Clara
Marie Carter, twenty-one, is the daughter of wealthy, but not titled parents.
Allison West (Author of Academy of Littles)
That the punishment of birch-flogging, as practised in the grammar and public schools of England from the Medieval through to the early Victorian era, was a perverted and sado-erotic punishment, there can be little
doubt. Most schools used the birch in conjunction with the twin-stepped school type 'flogging block', of the Eton type.
Yesterday’s Papers: Corporal Punishment and Private Perversion
Little Brides is the second book in the Victorian Chronicles. It can be read as a stand-alone story but it does follow the first book in the series: A Proper Punishment. Buy Links: Amazon US Amazon UK Blushing Books.
And here’s an excerpt…
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